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“GHOST MAN is poetry as prose, not as some academic experiment, but as a deep dive into authentic conflict and emotion. Like Junot Díaz, McGee’s spare, artful style radiates a lyrical rhythm that is impossible to describe – only experience.”

Chris Millis, novelist/screenwriter SMALL APARTMENTS

“Donnelle McGee writes with an incisive grace and insight. Uncompromising in its exploration of grit and themes of history, weaving noir into the literary, GHOST MAN is an exciting and timely book. With some Chester Himes and some Walter Mosley and hints of Mat Johnson and Victor LaValle, McGee has made a style all his own. A strong debut.”

– Chris Albani, THE SECRET HISTORY OF LAS VEGAS

Donnelle McGee is the author of SHINE, a novella, and NAKED, a collection of poetry. He is a faculty member at Mission College in Santa Clara, California.